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Windows Server 2008: The Definitive GuideO'Reilly, 2008
This practical guide has exactly what you need to work with Windows Server 2008. Inside, you'll find step-by-step procedures for using all of the major components, along with discussions on complex concepts such as Active Directory replication, DFS namespaces and replication, network access protection, the Server Core edition, Windows PowerShell,...
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Microsoft Windows Server 2003 TCP/IP Protocols and Services Technical ReferenceMicrosoft Press, 2003
Get the in-depth technical details you need to support TCP/IP on the Windows  Server 2003 platform with this comprehensive reference. Combining concepts with  real-world packet examples, it steps layer by layer through the TCP/IP protocols  and services that Windows Server 2003 supports to help you understand how they  work and how they’re...
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Microsoft  Windows  2000 Server TCP/IP Core Networking Guide (IT Professional)Microsoft Press, 2002
Maximize enterprise networking and connectivity with tools and resources direct from Microsoft.

Set up and troubleshoot all facets of TCP/IP networking in Windows® 2000 with expertise from those who know the technology best—the Windows 2000 development team. This guide delivers essential architectural and...
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MCTS Guide to Microsoft Windows Server 2008 Network Infrastructure Configuration (exam #70-642) (Test Preparation)Course Technology PTR, 2009

	MCTS Guide to Microsoft Windows Server 2008 Network Infrastructure Configuration (Exam 70-642) prepares the reader to configure networks using the Microsoft Windows Server 2008 operating system and to pass the MCTS 70-642 certification exam. Focusing on updates to the software and in-depth coverage of the network aspects of Windows Server...
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DNS & BIND CookbookO'Reilly, 2002
The DNS & BIND Cookbook presents solutions to the many problems faced by network administrators responsible for a name server.  This title is an indispensable companion to DNS & BIND, 4th Edition, the definitive guide to the critical task of name server administration.  The...
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HP-UX CSE : Official Study Guide and Desk ReferencePrentice Hall, 2004
HP-UX CSE: Official Study Guide and Desk Reference is the definitive HP-UX CSE exam preparation guide and reference.

HP-approved coverage of all three CSE exams: CSE HP-UX Advanced System Administration, CSE High Availability Using HP-UX...
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Windows Server 2003: The Complete ReferenceMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Master new features for a more secure, easier to manage, network

The Most Comprehensive Windows Server 2003 Resource Available!

Examine the architecture and understand the features of Windows Server 2003 with help from this thorough resource. Written by respected author Kathy Ivens, Windows Server 2003: The Complete...
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Cyber Operations: Building, Defending, and Attacking Modern Computer NetworksApress, 2019

	
		Know how to set up, defend, and attack computer networks with this revised and expanded second edition.

	
		You will learn to configure your network from the ground up, beginning with developing your own private virtual test environment, then setting up your own DNS server and AD infrastructure. You will continue with more...
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Dr. Tom Shinder's Configuring ISA Server 2004Syngress Publishing, 2004
This book is based in large part on our own trials and tribulations (as well  as the occasional “Eureka!” moment) that we’ve experienced working with ISA  Server 2004. In this book, we are talking to people much like  ourselves—experienced Windows network administrators who want to secure their  networks and speed up Web...
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Ubuntu Linux BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Everything you need to know—and then some!
    It's the fastest-growing, coolest Linux distribution out there, and now you can join the excitement with this information-packed guide. Want to edit graphics? Create a spreadsheet? Manage groups? Set up an NFS server? You'll learn it all and more with the expert guidance,...
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Microsoft Windows Nt Server 4.0 Enterprise Technologies Training Kit (Microsoft Official Curriculum)Microsoft Press, 1998
Microsoft Windows NT Server 4.0 Enterprise Technologies  Training Kit is a combination text and software package that  provides a self-paced training course based on the preparatory  curriculum for the 70-068 Microsoft Certified Professional  examination. Each chapter covers a major topic and contains a series  of separate lessons.
...
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Windows Server Cookbook for Windows Server 2003 and Windows 2000O'Reilly, 2005
This practical reference guide offers hundreds of useful tasks for managing Windows 2000 and Windows Server 2003, Microsoft's latest server.  These concise, on-the-job solutions to common problems are certain to save you many hours of time searching through Microsoft documentation.  Topics include files, event logs, security, DHCP, DNS,...
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